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1. Introduction

Micro-expression is a brief facial movement which reveals an emotion that a person tries to conceal [1,2]. Most notably, TV series Lie to Me brought the idea of micro-expression to the public. It represents genuine emotions that people try to conceal, thus making it a promising cue for lie detection. Since micro-expressions are considered almost imperceptible to naked eyes, researchers have sought to automatically detect and recognize these fleeting facial expressions to help people make use of such deception cues. However, the lack of well-established micro-expression databases might be the biggest obstacle. Although several databases have been developed, there may exist some problems either in the approach of eliciting micro-expression or the labeling. We built a spontaneous micro-expression database with rigorous frame spotting, AU coding and micro-expression labeling. This paper introduces how the micro-expressions were elicited in a laboratory situation and how the database was built with the guide of psychology. In addition, this paper proposes issues that may help researchers effectively use micro-expression databases and improve micro-expression recognition.

2. The existing micro-expression databases

In the following, existing micro-expression databases were reviewed. Table 1 gives a brief description for each database. In USD-HD [12] and Poltivovsky’s database [13], the drawback is that...
3. CASME database

3.1. Database profile

The Chinese Academy of Sciences Micro-Expression (CASME) database contains 195 spontaneous micro-expressions filmed under 60 fps. These samples were coded so that the onset, peak and offset frames were tagged. The onset frame was the first frame which changes from the baseline (usually neutral facial expressions). The apex-1 frame is the first frame that reached highest intensity of the facial expression and if it keeps for a certain time, the apex-2 frame is coded. Facial expressions with the duration no more than 500 ms were selected for the database. In addition, facial expressions that lasted more than 500 ms but their onset duration less than 250 ms were also selected because fast-onset facial expressions are also characterized as micro-expression [8] (that is why the duration of some samples exceed 500 ms). The distributions of the samples’ duration were provided (see Figs. 1 and 2). Action units (AUs) [16] were marked and emotion labels were given (Fig. 3). To enhance the validity, emotions were labeled based on 3 aspects: AU-combinations, the main emotion of the video episode and participants’ report (see Table 3). Compared with other micro-expression databases, the CASME database includes the following advantages:

1. The samples are spontaneous micro-expressions. The frames before and after each target micro-expression in each video sample show baseline (usually neutral) faces.

2. Participants were asked to maintain a neutral face (neutralization paradigm) in the study. Therefore, micro-expressions
captured in the database are relatively “pure and clear”, without noises such as head movements and irrelevant facial movements.

(3) Action units were given for each micro-expression. AUs give detailed movements of facial expressions and help facilitate accurate emotion labeling [16,17].

(4) The micro-expressions were carefully labeled based on psychological researches and participants’ self-report. In addition, the unemotional facial movements were removed.

We recorded the facial expressions with two different environmental configurations and two different cameras. Therefore, we divide the samples into two classes: Class A and Class B. The samples in Class A were recorded by the BenQ M31 consumer camera with 60 fps, with the resolution set at 1280 × 720 pixels. The participants were recorded in natural light. The samples in Class B were recorded by the Point Grey GRAS-03K2C industrial camera with 60 fps, with the resolution set to 640 × 480 pixels. The participants were recorded in a room with two LED lights.

3.2. Acquisition and coding

In order to elicit “clear” micro-expressions, we employed the neutralization paradigm in which participants tried to keep their faces neutralized when experiencing emotions. We used video episodes as the eliciting material with contents that were considered high in emotional valence. In this study, the participants experienced high arousal and strong motivation to disguise their true emotions.

3.2.1. Participants and elicitation stimuli

35 Chinese participants (13 females, 22 males) were recruited with a mean age of 22.03 years (standard deviation = 1.60) in the study. We used video episodes with high emotional valence as the elicitation materials. Seventeen video episodes were downloaded from the Internet, which were assumed to be highly positive or negative in valence and should elicit various emotions from the participants. The durations of the selected episodes ranged from about 1 min to roughly 4 min. Each episode mainly elicited one type of emotion. 20 participants rated the main emotions of the video episodes and scores from 0 to 6 were given to each, where 0 is the weakest and 6 the strongest (see Table 3).

3.2.2. Acquisition procedure

The neutralizing paradigm was used where participants tried to inhibit any facial movements with great efforts. Each participant was seated in front of a 19-inch monitor. The camera (Point Grey GRAS-03K2C or BenQ M31, with 60 frames per second) on a tripod was set behind the monitor to record the full-frontal face of the participants. The video episodes were presented on the screen which was controlled by the experimenter. The participants were told to closely watch the screen and maintain a neutral face. In addition, they were not allowed to turn their eyes or head away from the screen. After each episode was over, the participants were asked to watch their own facial movements in the recordings and indicated whether they produced irrelevant facial movements which could be excluded for later analysis.

3.2.3. Data analysis

To ensure the reliability, two coders were recruited to code the duration and AU-combination of the micro-expressions. They independently spot the onset, apex and offset frames, and arbitrated the disagreement. The reliability $R_d$ for duration calculation was 0.78, which can be calculated by the following:

$$R_d = \frac{2\#f(C_1C_2)}{\#All\ frame}$$

* No single emotion word was selected by one third of the participants.

* When they did not agree on the location, the average of the two coders’ numbers was taken.
where \( #f(C_1C_2) \) is the number of frames on which Coder 1 and Coder 2 agreed and \( #All\_frame \) is the total number of frames scored by the two coders.

The reliability \( R_l \) for AU labeling was 0.83, which can be calculated by the following:

\[
R_l = \frac{2 \#AU(C_1C_2)}{#All\_AU}
\]

where \( \#AU(C_1C_2) \) is the number of AUs on which Coder 1 and Coder 2 agreed and \( #All\_AU \) is the total number of AUs scored by the two coders.

We analyzed the video recordings in the following steps:

Step 1: The first step was a rough selection. This procedure was to reduce the quantity of to-be-analyzed facial movements while not missing any possible micro-expressions. The coders played the recordings at half speed and roughly spot the onset, apex and offset frames and then selected the facial expressions that last less than 1 s. It was also noticed that some of the leaked fast facial expressions in our study were characterized by a fast onset with a slow offset. Thus, fast-onset facial expressions with the onset phases3 less than about 500 ms (though the total duration is longer than 1 s) were selected for later analysis because of their special temporal features.

Step 2: The selected samples were then converted into pictures to facilitate spotting the subsequent steps.

Step 3: Habitual movements (such as blowing the nose) or other irrelevant movements (such as pressing the lips when swallowing saliva) were removed. These irrelevant facial movements were also confirmed by the participants after the recording session.

Step 4: By employing the frame-by-frame approach, the coders tried to spot the onset, apex and offset frames. Sometimes the facial expressions faded very slowly, and the changes between frames were very difficult to detect by eyes. For such offset frames, the coders only coded the last obvious changing frame as the offset frame while ignoring the nearly imperceptible changing frames.

3.3. Database evaluation

3.3.1. Normalization

The micro-expression samples were normalized both in spatial dimension and temporal dimension. For spatial dimension normalization, an upright frontal face image with regular features was selected as a template. The first frame of each micro-expression sample was marked with 68 landmarks by the Active Shape Model (ASM) [18] (see Fig. 4), which is a statistical model of the shape of objects which iteratively deform to fit to an example of the object in a new image. According to the 68 landmarks, the first frame of each sample was aligned to the template. There would be too much noise if all the frames were aligned to the template face by the 68 landmarks because the landmarks is not precisely and reliably labeled. We assumed that the micro-expressions were (mostly) not accompanied with head movements. Therefore, subsequent frames underwent the same transformation as the first frame. All the face images were cropped to the size at 163 × 134 pixels. For temporal dimension normalization, we used linear interpolation to normalize to 70 frames. Since micro-expressions vary in duration (frames), we found the micro-expression with the maximum frame number and made other micro-expressions normalized to that number.

3.3.2. Method

For feature extraction we used Local Binary Pattern histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) [19] to describe the

![Fig. 4. An example face with its feature landmarks detected.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>5 × 5</th>
<th>8 × 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>59.67</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 3 )</td>
<td>61.32</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 4 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>53.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>58.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 3 )</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 4 )</td>
<td>61.88</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 2 )</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>60.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 3 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 4 )</td>
<td>59.12</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 2 )</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 3 )</td>
<td>55.80</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 4 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>58.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Micro-expression labeling

Two coders labeled the micro-expression independently and then they arbitrated any disagreements. AUs were marked to give an objective and accurate description of the facial movements. Considering the differences in AU(s) combinations between micro-expression and ordinary facial expression [8], emotion labeling cannot just rely on the certain AU(s) combination held for ordinary facial expressions. Therefore, we had to take into account participants’ self-ratings and the content of the video episodes as well. Six basic emotions are unable to cover all the facial expressions. Thus, two additional classes of facial expressions were added: repression and tense. Repression occurs when people try to mask the true facial expressions by using certain muscles (such as AU 17) to repress, while tense indicates some kind of emotional responses without clear meaning. Though they are actually not emotions, they are useful in understanding people’s genuine feelings. We set a little different criteria in labeling the micro-expressions from the [11] as we further understood the emotional meaning of some AU(s) combinations (see Table 2).

3.3. Database evaluation

Table 4

**Table 4** Performance on recognizing 5-class micro-expressions with LBP-TOP feature extraction and leave-one-subject-out cross-validation method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>5 × 5</th>
<th>8 × 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>59.67</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 3 )</td>
<td>61.32</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 1, R_2 = 1, R_3 = 4 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>53.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>58.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 3 )</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 = 2, R_2 = 2, R_3 = 4 )</td>
<td>61.88</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 2 )</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>60.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 3 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 = 3, R_3 = 3, R_4 = 4 )</td>
<td>59.12</td>
<td>59.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 2 )</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 3 )</td>
<td>55.80</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_3 = 4, R_4 = 4, R_5 = 4 )</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>58.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Micro-expression labeling

Two coders labeled the micro-expression independently and then they arbitrated any disagreements. AUs were marked to give an objective and accurate description of the facial movements. Considering the differences in AU(s) combinations between micro-expression and ordinary facial expression [8], emotion labeling cannot just rely on the certain AU(s) combination held for ordinary facial expressions. Therefore, we had to take into account participants’ self-ratings and the content of the video episodes as well. Six basic emotions are unable to cover all the facial expressions. Thus, two additional classes of facial expressions were added: repression and tense. Repression occurs when people try to mask the true facial expressions by using certain muscles (such as AU 17) to repress, while tense indicates some kind of emotional responses without clear meaning. Though they are actually not emotions, they are useful in understanding people’s genuine feelings. We set a little different criteria in labeling the micro-expressions from the [11] as we further understood the emotional meaning of some AU(s) combinations (see Table 2).

3.3. Database evaluation

3.3.1. Normalization

The micro-expression samples were normalized both in spatial dimension and temporal dimension. For spatial dimension normalization, an upright frontal face image with regular features was
spatiotemporal local textures from the cropped face sequences. The radii in axes $X$ and $Y$ (be marked as $R_x$ and $R_y$) were assigned various values from 1 to 4 and the radii in axes $T$ (be marked as $R_t$) were assigned various values from 2 to 4. The number of neighboring points (be marked as $P$) in the XY, XT and YT planes all was set as 4. SVM was used as the classifier. Since some types of samples are few, we only selected 5 classes of the facial expressions – happiness, surprise, disgust, repression and tense – for training and test. Considering the unequal distribution of types of samples and some types is only very few, leave-one-subject-out cross validation was employed. The LBP-TOP features were extracted in either 5 × 5 or 8 × 8 blocks. The performance of the two experiments is shown in Table 4. The best performance is 61.88% when $R_x = 2$, $R_y = 2$, $R_t = 3$ respectively in 5 × 5 blocks.

4. Discussion and suggestions

There exists several challenges in automatic micro-expression recognition. Here are some issues in using micro-expression database and developing effective recognition algorithms:

1. Normalization: Typically, all data need to undergo a normalization process. Many normalization methods have been developed for spatial dimension. However, very few studies explored the normalization process for temporal dimension. Since micro-expressions vary in duration (frames), it is necessary to normalize the temporal dimension of micro-expressions. Though linear interpolation could be applied to this situation, many studies revealed that the facial images in the temporal dimension lie on a manifold. Several interpolation models based on manifolds have been developed, one such example is the Temporal Interpolation Model based on the Laplacian graph [14] which could be used to normalize the temporal dimension of micro-expression data.

2. Big data: Very high dimensional data are generated from a high-speed and high-resolution camera. A micro-expression video sequence of 0.5 s, filmed at 200 fps, with a resolution of 800 × 600 would generate a data file of roughly 137 MB. Facing such big data, it is inappropriate to use methods such as PCA to project such high dimensional data into low dimensional spaces because it is hard to guarantee that all useful information would be preserved. Thus, it is necessary for researchers to develop more efficient algorithms.

3. AU coding: FACS [2] gives an objective method for quantifying facial movement in terms of component actions. Different groups may have different criteria for emotion classifications but could have the same AU coding system. Unlike posed facial expressions, for which people are asked to generate several preset facial movements, in our database micro-expressions were elicited by strong emotional stimuli. Therefore, it is thus inappropriate to forcefully classify these micro-expressions into six categories. For example, AU4 (frown) may indicate disgust, anger, attention or tense [8]. In this database we labeled AU4 as tense, a more general feeling. We believe this categorization is more plausible. Because of different emotion labeling criteria in different groups, we suggest that the to-be-developed automatic micro-expression recognition system should recognize AUs and then give an estimated emotion based on the extensive research of FACS.

4. Considering the temporal information: Some people may misunderstand micro-expression as ordinary facial expressions and tried to apply a current facial expression algorithm to micro-expression. However, the partial and low-intensity facial movements in micro-expressions would differ from ordinary facial expressions and the computer may label the micro-expression as a neutral face since the elicited facial expressions in this database were low in intensity. Without temporal information, micro-expressions are much more difficult to detect. Thus, to better detect and recognize micro-expression, researchers should take temporal information into account.

5. Coding the duration: When developing a micro-expression database, manually spotting the onset, apex and offset frames is time- and effort-consuming. Because of this, very few research groups built spontaneous micro-expression databases. If some software is developed to help spot the onset, apex and offset frames, collecting micro-expression would be much easier. If such a software works, the reliability would be much higher compared to the manual work in which two coders judge the frames with somewhat different criteria, and such a difference may be large across different groups.

6. Some other concerns on micro-expression: Micro-expressions are not only fast but also subtle. Frame-by-frame scrutiny is usually more difficult than real-time observation to spot the micro-expressions. In another word, for human eyes, dynamic information is important in recognizing micro-expressions. In addition, the fast-onset facial expression should also be considered as facial expressions. Some of the facial expressions have fast onset but slow offset. These facial expressions, share the fundamental characteristics of micro-expressions, being involuntary, fast, and also revealing the genuine emotions that participants tried to conceal [8]. Therefore, we include these samples into the database as well.

5. Conclusion and future work

In conclusion, this paper briefly reviewed the previous micro-expression databases and introduced how we built a micro-expression database, CASME, with psychological guidance on an elicitation approach and emotional labeling. We provided a baseline evaluation for this database with LBP. Micro-expression recognition raised many challenges and we provided several suggestions that might help improve recognition rates of future algorithms. The full database file is available upon request to the corresponding author.

The database is small for the moment. Because elicitation of micro-expressions is not easy and manual coding is time-consuming, this database can only be enlarged bit by bit. We are trying to build a new micro-expression database, recruit more participants, and elicit more micro-expressions. For the new version, which may be called CASME II, we will record the micro-expressions at 200 fps, with larger face size, and hopefully collect more micro-expressions. With this micro-expression database, researchers may get higher accuracy due to the higher temporal and spatial resolution. And we can use CASME II to test whether higher resolution matters in recognition accuracy.
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